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Hvorfor fargefilter?
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Hva gjør filtre?

• Fargefiltre hjelper med:
‒ Bedrer skarpheten I bildet ved å redusere virkningen av 

lysspredning I atmosfæren

‒ Skiller ut lys fra forskjellige nivå i planet atmosfæren 

‒ Øker fargekontrasten mellom områder av forskjellig farge på 
planeten

• Alt dette øker skarphet og synlige detaljer i atmosfæren på 
Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptun, og på 
overflaten til Månen og Mars
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Eksempler
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Fargefiltre slipper gjennom lys med forskjellig 
bølgelengde
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Filtre og størrelse på teleskopet

• Consider the aperture of the telescope you will be using with 
the filter. The smaller the aperture, the lighter the color you 
should use 

• As a general rule of thumb, dark colored filters should be 
reserved for use with apertures of 8" or larger

• Also, since filters can be stacked, there are many possible 
combinations; but again, stacking multiple filters works best 
with larger apertures
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Montere filtre
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Hvordan montere filteret?
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Hvilke filter på 
hvilke objekter i 
solsystemet?
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Kilde: Orion

Kilde: Agena Astro

Tabellene



Månen – observasjon med filtre
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#21 Orange (46% transmission)
• The #21 Orange Filter reduces or blocks transmission of 

blue and green wavelengths. 
• It sharpens boundaries between yellow-orange areas and 

blue-green regions on Mars, resulting in a darkening of 
edge-detail in the Maria. 

• Use it on Jupiter and Saturn to sharpen contrast and 
enhance detail in the belts and polar regions and to bring 
out the Great Red Spot. The filter also enhances viewing 
of festoons and polar regions. 

• It will also slightly increase surface details on Saturn, 
particularly highlighting the bands and blue polar 
regions. 

• The filter greatly enhances lunar features. 
• It can be used to reduce sky brightness during daytime 

observations to improve viewing of Venus and to reveal 
surface features on Mercury. 

• When used on comets in large telescopes, the orange 
filter enhances definition of dust tails and comet-heads.



Mars – observasjoner med filtre
#23A  Light Red (25% transmission)
• Great filter for use on Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, but because of 

lowered light transmission, it may not perform well for 6"; and 
smaller telescopes. 

• The filter is ideal for viewing the polar ice caps and surface features 
of Mars. It brings out yellow dust clouds and darkens Maria, oases 
and canal markings. 

• On Jupiter and Saturn, this filter is useful for studying blue clouds.
• The filter also increases contrast between Mercury and the bright 

blue sky during daylight observations or during twilight, when the 
planet is near the horizon. 

• On Venus, it occasionally reveals deformations of the terminator. 
• For comets the filter improves definition of the dust tail.
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Jupiter – observasjoner med filtre
#38A Dark Blue (17% transmission)
• Popular choice for the study of Jupiter's disc because it strongly 

rejects red and orange wavelengths in the belts, thus enhancing 
the boundaries between the reddish belts and the adjacent 
bright zones. It is useful for viewing the Great Red Spot. 

• The filter works well on Martian surface phenomena like dust 
storms, and is very useful during the violet clearing and for 
polar caps.

• Increases the contrast in the rings of Saturn and in low-contrast 
features between the zones. 

• This is a good one to use on Venus, the low transmission 
increasing the contrast of dark shadings in the upper clouds. 

• The #38A should only be used on telescopes of 8" of aperture 
or more, because of the reduced light transmission.

• This filter is the best one to bring out the gas tails in comets
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Saturn – observasjon med filtre
#80A Blue (29% transmission)
• The Blue Filter is one of the most commonly used 

filters amongst the entire spectrum of filters. 
• It is perhaps the best filter for the study of detail on 

Jupiter and Saturn. It enhances the contrast of rills 
and festoons in Jupiter's cloud belts, as well as details 
of the Great Red Spot. It brings out detail in Saturn's
belts and polar features. 

• Very useful on Mars - showing the high clouds and 
ice caps, and is especially useful during the violet 
clearing.

• When used on Mercury around twilight, it improves 
the surface markings, whereas for Venus it shows 
dark shadings in the upper clouds. 

• Use it on double stars - try it on Antares, for example. 
• It is also a very useful filter for the Moon. 
• The blue filter also brings out gas tails of comets
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Merkur – Venus – Uranus – observasjoner 
med filtre

#25 Red (14% transmission)
• Strongly blocks blue and green wavelengths, resulting in very 

sharply defined contrast between the blue-tinted cloud formations 
and the lighter-toned surface features on Jupiter. 

• This filter is also quite useful for definition of the Martian polar ice 
caps and Maria. However, because of the reduced light 
transmission, the #25A can only be used on larger telescopes with 
over 8" of aperture. 

• Try this one on Venus. Not only does it reduce the light glare, it 
really does some interesting things to the clouded Venusian 
atmosphere.

• Like the light red, this filter enables observations of Mercury at 
twilight when the planet is near the horizon, and of Venus during 
daylight, reducing brightness of the blue sky to enhance surface 
features of the planets
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#8 Light Yellow (83% transmission)
• Enhances detail of red and orange-colored 

phenomena in the belts of Jupiter
• It increases contrast of the blue-colored Maria

on Mars by reducing scattered light from these 
areas, while allowing passage of more green 
light thus highlighting yellow dust clouds as 
well. 

• It provides improved resolution of detail on 
Uranus and Neptune in large telescopes (over 
10"). 

• The light yellow filter is popularly used to 
enhance lunar features, particularly in small 
telescopes (below 8"). 

• In comets, it brings out highlights in yellowish 
dust tails and enhances the coma.
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#11 Yellow-Green (40% transmission)

• Contrasts well with the red and blue 
characteristics of surface features on 
Jupiter and, to some degree, Saturn. 

• It darkens the Maria visible on Mars
• Accentuates the Cassini Division in 

Saturn's rings. 
• It also improves visual detail on Uranus

and Neptune slightly, again in telescopes 
with 10" or more of aperture.
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#12 Yellow (74% transmission)
• Increases the contrast of blue and green areas on Mars, 

thus darkening the Maria, oases and canal markings, while 
lightening the orange-hued desert regions. It sharpens 
boundaries of yellow dust clouds and the blue clouds in the 
Martian atmosphere and is thus a favorite for viewing the 
red planet.

• Contrasts strongly with blue-colored features on Jupiter and 
Saturn, thus enhancing red and orange features of the belts 
and the zones. It darkens atmospheric currents containing 
low-hue blue tones and may be used for studies of the polar 
regions on these planets. 

• Like the other yellow-tinged filters, it improves detail in 
larger telescopes in Uranus and Neptune

• With Venus it reveals otherwise low-contrast features. 
• Enhances definition in comet tails 
• Is useful in increasing the contrast of lunar features in 

telescopes of 6" aperture and larger.
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#15 Dark Yellow/Amber (66% light transmission)
• Increases the contrast of blue and green areas on Mars, 

thus darkening the Maria, oases and canal markings, while 
lightening the orange-hued desert regions. It sharpens 
boundaries of yellow dust clouds and the blue clouds in the 
Martian atmosphere and is thus a favorite for viewing the 
red planet.

• The yellow filter contrasts strongly with blue-colored 
features on Jupiter and Saturn, thus enhancing red and 
orange features of the belts and the zones. It darkens 
atmospheric currents containing low-hue blue tones and 
may be used for studies of the polar regions on these 
planets. 

• Like the other yellow-tinged filters, it improves detail in 
larger telescopes in Uranus and Neptune

• With Venus it reveals otherwise low-contrast features. 
• Enhances definition in comet tails 
• Useful in increasing the contrast of lunar features in 

telescopes of 6" aperture and larger.
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#29 Dark Red (6% transmission)

• The #29 Dark/Deep Red filter functions 
much like the #25 Red, helping with daylight 
observation of Mercury and Venus
(particularly the Venusian Terminator)

• Martian Maria and polar caps, Jovian Belts
and for Saturn's clouds. 

• It has also been reported to be handy for 
observing the transits of Jupiter's moons 
across its disk. 

• Because of the reduced light transmission, 
the #29 can only be used on larger 
telescopes with over 8"-10" of aperture.
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#47 Violet (3% transmission)
• The Violet Filter stops red, yellow, and green 

colors. 
• Useful for detecting high clouds and haze in the 

Martian polar cap regions and during the violet 
clearing. 

• It is most useful in observing Venus because of 
its ability to reveal dark shading in the upper 
atmosphere. 

• It also helps to view the ring-structure of 
Saturn. 

• The filter is great for enhancing lunar detail 
too. 

• Its low transmittance makes it suitable only for 
larger telescopes above 8" of aperture.
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#56 Light Green (53% transmission)

• Excellent for the observation of Martian polar ice 
caps and for the dust storms on the planet's surface, 
strongly increasing their contrast. 

• It also brings out the red and blue regions such as 
the Great Red Spot on Jupiter in contrast to the 
lighter portions. It is useful for observing the low-
contrast hues of blue and red in the Jovian 
atmosphere. 

• The filter enhances Saturn's cloud belts and polar 
regions 

• Increases contrast of cloud patterns on Venus. 
• This filter is good for lunar observing as well. 
• The filter may not yield good results on small 

telescopes.
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#58 Green (24% transmission)
• Marvelous for increasing the contrast in Mars' polar 

ice caps as well as yellow-tinted Martian dust 
storms. 

• It also does a reasonable job of increasing the 
contrast of cloud patterns on Venus. 

• This filter strongly rejects red and blue wavelengths 
and increases the contrast of these regions in 
Jupiter's atmosphere as well as in the cloud belts. 

• It can also enhance the white portions of Saturn's
cloud belts and polar regions. 

• The green filter is useful for enhancing lunar detail. 
• It also reduces blue-sky brightness here on Earth. 

This filter should be used only on large (over 8") 
scopes
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Filtersett
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Orion – 230 $

Baader – 130 EU

Celestron - 50 £
80A Blue, 21 Orange, 15 Yellow, ND-25 
Neutral Density

Orion – 100 $

38A     80A        38        12     21            25



Tabeller
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Best

• Eie et filter:
‒ #80A

• To filter:
‒ #80A + #23A

• Fult sett:
‒ #80A + #23A + 

#25 + #21

• Baader settet:

‒ #38A + #80A 
+ #38 + #12 + 
#21 + #25
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Oppsummering
1. The glass in planetary filters passes certain colors of visible light while blocking others. 

These color filters are labeled in the same way as photographic filters. For example, a 
light yellow filter is labeled as No. 8, the same as a corresponding Kodak Wratten No. 
8 photographic filter. The numbering system is not complicated, nor is it particularly 
descriptive; it’s just a standard way, rooted in history, of naming colored filters.

2. Do you need a full set of 10 or 20 color filters? Not at all. Just three or four filters are 
all that you need to tease out detail on the brighter planets.

3. The No. 23A or 25 light red filter is great for bringing out contrast between the light 
and dark areas on Mars. It also darkens the blue sky background making it easier to 
see Venus in the daytime.

4. The No. 56 or 58 light-green filter brings out the great red Spot and cloud bands on 
Jupiter.

5. The No. 80A blue filter may let you see high clouds near the limb of Mars, and can 
bring out detail in the belts and oval clouds of Jupiter. If you have a big telescope, this 
filter may also let you see some detail in the clouds of Venus at high magnification.
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